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Hello Scientist,

All scientists like to study things carefully. They like to 

think and ask questions. They try things out and then see 

what happens. They use their senses to observe things. They 

describe their observations with pictures and words. 

Scientists use science notebooks to write and draw their 

ideas and their observations about the things they study.

This is your science notebook. You will write and draw some 

of your ideas and your observations here.  

 

Enjoy it!



Date:  

Describing Properties (Lesson 1)�

Weight: about _____________ g

Size: about __________ cm long

 about __________ cm wide

Attracted to a magnet?

   yes             no

 How does it feel? 
 (circle one or more)

 hard  soft  squishy   

 stiff  sticky slippery 

 smooth bumpy rough

Other words ______________

_________________________

_________________________

Can you bend it?  

   yes             no

Describing Properties 

wood block
(Draw a picture to show 
shape, color, and other 
properties.)



Date:  

Describing Properties (Lesson 1) �

Weight: about _____________ g

Size: about __________ cm long

 about __________ cm wide

Attracted to a magnet?

   yes             no

 How does it feel? 
 (circle one or more)

 hard  soft  squishy   

 stiff  sticky slippery 

 smooth bumpy rough

Other words ______________

_________________________

_________________________

Can you bend it?  

   yes             no

Describing Properties 

metal bolt
(Draw a picture to show 
shape, color, and other 
properties.)
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Describing Properties (Lesson 1)�

Weight: about _____________ g

Size: about __________ cm long

 about __________ cm wide

Attracted to a magnet?

   yes             no

 How does it feel? 
 (circle one or more)

 hard  soft  squishy   

 stiff  sticky slippery 

 smooth bumpy rough

Other words ______________

_________________________

_________________________

Can you bend it?  

   yes             no

Describing Properties 

rock
(Draw a picture to show 
shape, color, and other 
properties.)
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Describing Properties (Lesson 1) �

Weight: about _____________ g

Size: about __________ cm long

 about __________ cm wide

Attracted to a magnet?

   yes             no

 How does it feel? 
 (circle one or more)

 hard  soft  squishy   

 stiff  sticky slippery 

 smooth bumpy rough

Other words ______________

_________________________

_________________________

Can you bend it?  

   yes             no

Describing Properties 

_________________
(Draw a picture to show 
shape, color, and other 
properties.)



Materials in Objects

I chose __________________________________ to look at.

  Draw a picture of your object.

  Label where the different materials are.

Date:  

Materials in Objects (Lesson 2)�

Materials Word Bank:
metal wood plastic rubber nylon cotton clay 
foam glass paper cardboard paint ink water 
 air  oil leaves  rock concrete dirt sand



 Materials in Objects

Fill in the chart.

Materials in  
my object:

I think this material was used in this  
object because:

Date:  

Materials in Objects (Lesson 2) �



Date:  

Is It a Solid, Liquid, or Gas? (Lesson 3)�

Is It a Solid, Liquid, or Gas?

Look at the things around you. Decide which things belong on 

which list, and write them down.

Solids Liquids Gases



Date:  

Is It a Solid, Liquid, or Gas? (Lesson 3) �

Is It a Solid, Liquid, or Gas?

Mixtures Don’t Know



Date:  

Comparing Liquids (Lesson 4)�0

Comparing Liquids

water
(Draw the shape  
and color.)

           How does it feel? 
           (circle one or more)

      wet      dry      sticky      thick  

      watery      slippery      gooey  

      other words: _____________

Can you see through it?

               yes             no 

Is the surface flat?

               yes             no

dish soap
(Draw the shape  
and color.)

           How does it feel? 
           (circle one or more)

      wet      dry      sticky      thick  

      watery      slippery      gooey  

      other words: _____________

Can you see through it?

               yes             no 

Is the surface flat?

               yes             no



Date:  

Comparing Liquids (Lesson 4) ��

Comparing Liquids

__________________
(Draw the shape  
and color.)

           How does it feel? 
           (circle one or more)

      wet      dry      sticky      thick  

      watery      slippery      gooey  

      other words: _____________

Can you see through it?

               yes             no 

Is the surface flat?

               yes             no

 
__________________

(Draw the shape  
and color.)

           How does it feel? 
           (circle one or more)

      wet      dry      sticky      thick  

      watery      slippery      gooey  

      other words: _____________

Can you see through it?

               yes             no 

Is the surface flat?

               yes             no



Date:  

Comparing Liquids (Lesson 4)��

Comparing Liquids

Which liquid pours the fastest?   _______________________

Which liquid pours the slowest?   _______________________

Things that were the same about the liquids:

Things that were different:

I noticed:



Date:  

The Shape of Water (Lesson 4) ��

The Shape of Water

Pour water from one container to another. Think about the shape 

of the water.

    I noticed:

  



Date:  

Solids (Lesson 5)��

Solids

I chose ________________________________ to work with.

Some of the properties of this object are:

Were you able to change the shape of this object? __________

If you were able to change the shape, how did you do it? 

If you could not change the shape, what tools would someone 

need to change it?



Date:  

Solids (Lesson 5) ��

Solids

Think about ways to change other properties of this object.

 

    Write or draw some of your ideas.

Hint: Make sure you say what properties would change.



Date:  

Two Cups of Water (Lesson 6)��

Two Cups of Water

Day 1:

  Draw the water levels in the cups.

covered cup uncovered cup

Come back in a few days to see if anything has changed.



Date:  

Two Cups of Water (Lesson 6) ��

Two Cups of Water

_______ days have passed.

  Draw the water levels in the cups now.

covered cup

  Circle one:

the water level didn’t change

the water level went down

the water level went up

uncovered cup

  Circle one:

the water level didn’t change

the water level went down

the water level went up

  What do you think happened to the water?



Date:  

Water and Ice (Lesson 6)��

Water and Ice

  Before it went into the freezer, my bag of water was:

  After it came out of the freezer, my bag of water was:



Date:  

Water and Ice (Lesson 6) ��

Water and Ice

    I melted my bag of frozen water. I noticed:



Date:  

Solids, Liquids, and Gases Journal�0

Solids, Liquids, 
and Gases 
Journal



Date:  

Solids, Liquids, and Gases Journal ��



Date:  

Solids, Liquids, and Gases Journal��



��Glossary

Glossary

evaporate To change from a liquid to an invisible gas in the 

air. For example, when liquid water evaporates, 

it becomes invisible water vapor in the air.

flexibility A property that describes how easy it is to 

bend or change the shape of an object.

freeze To change from a liquid to a solid. Water starts 

to freeze when the temperature is at 0°C 

(32°F).

gas	 	 A	material	that	does	not	have	a	definite	shape	

or	take	up	a	definite	amount	of	space.	A	gas	can	

expand	to	fill	any	available	space	in	a	container.

ice  Water that has become frozen (solid) because 

it is 0°C (32°F) or lower.

liquid	 A	material	that	does	not	have	a	definite	shape	

but	takes	up	a	definite	amount	of	space.	A	liquid	

fills	the	bottom	of	its	container	when	at	rest,	

and	flows	freely	when	poured.

liquid water Water in a form that is wet, can be poured, 

splashed, and moved out of the way when it is 

touched.

magnetic A property that allows some objects to be 

attracted by a magnet.



�� Glossary

material The substance or substances that something is 

made of.

melt  To change from a solid to a liquid. For example, 

ice heated to a temperature above 0°C (32°F) 

melts into liquid water.

property Something about an object or material that 

describes it and makes it different from other 

objects or materials. Size, weight, shape, 

color,	flexibility,	texture,	and	temperature	

are all examples of properties. A property is 

something that people can agree on, or check if 

they don’t agree.

solid	 A	material	that	has	a	definite	shape	and	takes	

up	a	definite	amount	of	space.	A	solid	keeps	its	

shape when at rest, whether or not it is in a 

container.

surface The surface of a liquid is the top, where the 

liquid meets the air.

texture A property that describes how the surface of 

an object feels or appears.

water vapor Water when it is part of the air, an invisible gas 

drifting around with the rest of the air.
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